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AEEXRACT 
The results of Ostrowski on nonsingularity of matrices through diagonal domi- 
nance are generalized to the case of monotonic norms. From these results, combined 
with a basic theorem of Ky Fan, one obtains refinements and generalizations of the 
classical inequalities of Carleman and Schur. 
INTRODUCTION 
If A is an n X n real or complex matrix and A,, . . . , & are its eigenvalues, 
then a classical result of Schur, particularized to matrices, states that 
The nonnegative square root of the right-hand side in (1) is called the 
Euclidean norm of A and is denoted by 11 All. This Euclidean norm plays an 
important role in the construction of the modified Fredhohn determinant 
6(h) and first Fredhohn minor in the Smithies extension of Fredhohn’s 
theory, where it enters via Hadamard’s inequality in the following sharp 
inequality of Carleman [ 111: 
IS(h)I < ev( $I2 IIAII”). 
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A fundamental difficulty in applying Smithies’s method to operators of finite 
double-norm in Orlicz spaces or even in L+, spaces, pZ2, rests in the fact 
that (2) provides a bound in terms of the (Hilbert-Schmidt) norm ]]A (1 and 
not in terms of the double-norm appropriate to these spaces. Zaanen [12, 131 
points out this difficulty, which he overcomes by using a different and more 
elaborate process, and he states that it would be convenient to find the 
analog of Smithies’s method for Orlicz spaces or at least for $ spaces. 
Our objective is to determine a whole new class of functions of the 
elements of A, which can replace the right-hand side of (l), and will allow 
for the replacement of the Euclidean norm ]]A I] by other norms, for instance 
norms appropriate to the study of operators of finite double-norm in Orlicz 
spaces other than L,. 
The present paper is divided in five sections. In the first three we 
determine new classes of functions of the elements of A that can replace the 
right-hand side of the inequality (1) (Theorems 2.3 and 3.5). In Sec. 4 we 
give generalizations for monotonic norms of the inequality of Carleman and 
of the inequality of Schur, with some improvements. In Sec. 5 we give two 
results for the infinite-dimensional case: an extension of Schur’s inequality 
for infinite matrices which are completely of finite double-norm with respect 
to Ir, (Theorem 5.1) and an improvement of that inequality for integral 
operators with kernel in L, (Theorem 5.2). All these results are new, even 
when specialized to the Zr or I, case, with the exception of Theorem 2.3, 
which in the Zr, case is a result of O&row&i [lo]. 
Most results of this paper appeared previously (with inaccuracies) in the 
report “On a general class of inequalities for the Euclidean norm of 
matrices” (MRC Technical Summary Report #1087, University of Wiscon- 
sin, June 1971), by the first author. Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 are 
corrected versions of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.2 of that report, where a 
factor (Y, which plays an important role, is lacking. Their consequences are 
also corrected and so should be the expressions (4.19), (4.19’), and (4.20) in 
the paper [2]. These observations are reported in the introductory part of the 
doctoral dissertation of the second author (“A desigualdade de Carleman 
para espacos de Orlicz,” IMPA, 1975). 
In [8] we develop the Carleman-Smithies theory for integral operators 
completely of finite double-norm in reflexive Orlicz spaces, using results of 
the present paper. 
As usually, M,, denotes the space of n X n complex matrices. We recall 
that A E iV,, is called irreducible if it cannot be brought by simultaneous 
permutations of rows and columns into the form 
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where A,, and A, are square matrices. If A EM,,, (A), denotes the ith row 
of A. A’ is the transpose matrix to A. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1.1. Aset{f;}ofnfunctionsf,:M,+R+,i=l,...,n,which 
depend only on the absolute values of the off-diagonal elements of the 
matrices, is said to define a criterion of nonsingularity by diagonal domi- 
nance if the relations 
imply that det(A)#O for any A EM,,. 
For brevity we shah also refer to the set { fi.. . .,fn} as a Gfunction, 
following [4]. 
There are many such criteria, the simplest and oldest of alI being the one 
by Levy-Desplanques [7]. It reads 
where 2; means summation on j from 1 to n, omitting i = i. 
It is convenient to introduce the notation 
&,,(A) = (x’ I~i~l”)~“~ 
i 
Ci,S(A)=( ~‘]a,]S)l’S, i=l,..., n. 
i 
When s = 1 we write simply I$, = 4, C,,i = Ci. Ostrowski [lo] has proved 
that 
where O<aFl, p,q>l, l/p+l/q=l, mplies det(A)#O. In particular, 
taking ap = 1, we get (1 - a)q = 1 too, and hence the criterion (*) becomes 
lUi,l >~a(A)C~-“(A)> i=l,...,n. 
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Another criterion of the type given in Definition 1.1 was found by Ostrowski 
again and reads 
ISI >oLI1”%,p(A). i= ,...,n, 1 
where p,q 2 1, l/p + l/q = 1, and or,. . . ,cxn are positive numbers satisfying 
zz;_l(l+ Cq-’ < 1. 
Ostrowski again [lo] gives the following criterion: 
l'iil > 
bc’/” _ b’& 
b’/” _ Cl/n ’ 
i=l,...,n, 
where b, c are chosen so that b >c > 0, 
biil (b for i<i, 
bijl (c for i>j. 
A. J. Hoffman has made a detailed and general study of such criteria and 
found interesting combinations of criteria which are criteria again [4]. 
However, no matter what G-function { fr, . . . ,fn} we may find, there is 
one sense in which the original criterion given by (3) is still the best, and this 
occurs if we allow a similarity on A by a diagonal matrix D,, where 
D, = diag( x1, . . . , x,,) and x, >O, i= 1,. . ., n. This is best expressed by the 
following important result due to Ky Fan. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Ky Fan [6]). Given any G-function { fi,. ..,f,} and an 
irreducible matrix A EM,,, we can always find a diagonal matrix 0,. with 
xi >O fm all i, such that 
z’laij/2 <f,(A), i-l ,..., n. 
i I 
COROLLARY 1.3. If A EM,, is irreducible, then 
(we require x, > 0, i = 1,. . . ,n, for each D, = diag(x,, . . . ,x,,).) In porticuZur 
(4) 
(5) 
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The fact that the minimum of the left-hand side is achieved follows from 
the irreducibility of A [9]. 
If the functions f; are nondecreasing continuous functions of the absolute 
values of the off-diagonal elements of A, then (4) and (5) hold true with inf in 
place of min for any matrix A whether irreducible or not. This follows by 
simple continuity arguments. 
2. G-FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY MONOTONIC NORMS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A norm @ on C” is called monotonic if for every 
x=(x1,..., xJ, y=(yi ,..., y,) in C”, ]xi]6]yi] for i=l,..., fl implies Q(x)< 
Q(Y)* 
If Cp is a norm on C”, the formula 
defines a norm + on @“, called the conjugate norm of a. Then Holder’s 
inequality holds: 
IbY >I < WV Y), X,YE@“. 
If Cp is monotonic, then * is also monotonic (see [l]) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A EM, be an irreducible matrix, and let @ be a 
monotonic norm on C”. Then there exist positive real numbers d:, . . . ,d,*, and 
a constant a(A), which okpads on A and Q’, such that 
a(A)~((D*A)i)=~((D*A):), i=l ,...,n 
[D*=diag(d;,...,d,*)]. 
Proof Let F: R” - {O}+R”, F= (F,, . . . ,F,), be defined by 
F(d) = ‘a((DA)f) i @((A)*) 
d=(dl,..., dJ, D = diag( d,, . . . , d,,). F is well defined, since @((A),)#0 for all 
i=l , . . . , n and @((DA):) # 0 for some i, because A is irreducible. Let 
dER”;d,>O, 2 d,=l 
i-l 
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Clearly F(K) c K and F is continuous on K. Thus Brouwer’s fixed-point 
theorem implies that there exists d* E K such that F(P) = d*, and since A is 
irreducible, we must have d* > 0. Putting 
n @,(@‘*A):) 
a(A)= izl (a(( ’ 
we obtain the Lemma. n 
REMARKS. (a) Every monotonic norm @ on C” induces a norm @I on M,, 
defined by 
If aI(B) f or every B E &, then a(A) = 1 VA EM,,, A irreducible, 
since for some D EM,, 
a(A)@((DA)i) =Q((DA):) for i=l,...,n 
and therefore 
Examples of such norms are the Z,, norms ( p > 1). 
(b) For a fixed dimension n, the set of values of a(A) (A EM,,, irreduc- 
ible) is bounded. In fact, it is well known that there exist positive constants 
K,(n), &z(n) such that K,(n)supi,iIhi,I (@l(B) <&(n)suP,,~l$l VB EM,. 
Hence 
a(A)= @‘1((D*A)‘) ( Kh) . 
@l(P*A)) K,(n) 
Let us define 
a(n) =sup %((D*#) 
%@*A) 
: A E M,,, A irreducible, 
D* such that F(d*) = d* 
I 
. 
a(n) is called the constant associated to a,. 
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(c) In general a(n) is not uniformly bounded when n+oo, as the 
following example shows: 
A= 
0 : *. 
* 0 vii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 . . . 1 : . . * . 0 
1 . . . 1 : J 
--. 
n n 
where 
Indeed, 
WAM = ( 6, l<i<n, 1 
3 n+l<i<2n, 
Q((A)f) =( “jrr, l<i<n, 
n+l<i<2n; 
therefore a(A) = L& + 00. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A = (a,) EM,,; let @ be a monotonic norm on C”, \k 
it-s conjugate rwnn, a(n) the constant associated to @. For 0 < P < 1, kt 
As E M,, be defined by (A& = 0, (A,& = lujrlfl if i #i. Then the family 
{ a(n)~((As)i,~(cAl-,):); 1 <i <n> 
is a G-function. 
Proof. We will prove the theorem by contradiction. Let us assume that 
la,,1 >cY(~)~((A,&‘~((A~_S): for i= 1,. . .,n but det(A)=O. Then there exists 
x=(x1,..., x,)#O such that 
- a,,x, = 2:’ uiix,, i=l,...,n, 
i 
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and therefore, for arbitrary di > 0 (i = 1,. . . , n) we have 
laiil Iril4 < IX l+l Ixild,, i=l,...,n, 
i 
which implies 
with strict inequality whenever xi # 0. Summing up from 1 to n, using the 
homogeneity of @ and ‘k, and recalling that xi # 0 for some i, we obtain 
Now, by the Holder inequality 
and then 
Assume A is irreducible. Then applying Lemma 2.2 to AB, we obtain that 
there exists a diagonal matrix D such that 
@( A;D),) = +,$o~AB)i) “*(“)@(@‘A& i=l n. ,**a, 
This last inequality contradicts (*). For reducible A the result follows from 
Proposition 2 in [Z]. W 
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3. APPLICATION TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE EUCLIDEAN 
NORM 
There are many applications where it is of great importance to minimize 
the Euclidean norm of a matrix A by applying to it a similarity by an 
appropriate diagonal matrix 0,. It can be easily shown [9] that for an 
irreducible matrix, the minimum of I] DzplADxII is achieved when the 
Euclidean norm of the ith row of Ox- ‘AD, equals the Euclidean norm of its 
ith column for i = 1,. . . , n. In this case Osborne calls the matrix balanced. It 
is clear from the definition that a normal matrix is balanced. The converse is 
not true in general, because the condition of being balanced can be ex- 
pressed by the n relations (A*A)ji = (AA*)ji (i = 1,. . . ,n) in contrast with the 
n2 conditions for normality. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A E M, be irreducible and f = { fi, . . . , fn} be a G-func- 
tion. Zf y=( yi,..., Y,) ad each yi Z 0, 
Proof. Letting bik = laik12, xi = I yJ2, we have 
Taking inf and applying (5) to the resulting expression, we obtain the 
above result. W 
COHOLLARY 3.2. Let A, a, ?P, and a(n) be as in Theorem 2.3. Then 
i;f 1) D -‘AD II2 < 7 hi2 + a(fl> q Q((A,)i)*((A~):), 
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 (with ,0 = i) and the 
above lemma. 
Here and henceforth D will always denote an invertible diagonal matrix. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A, a’, \k,a(n) be as in Theorem 2.3. Then 
i~fll~~l’~llz < [l+ a(n)] 7 Q((A)t)*((A)f)* (6) 
Proof. Denoting by { ei} the canonical basis of 67, we have 
l=(e,,e,) < Q(ei)\k(eJ, 
l”ii12 < l”iil~(ei)luiil~(ei) 
=qo ,..., (u,,l,O ..., OpP(O ,..., la.1 0 **, ,**-> 0). 
Since @ and 9 are monotonic, this implies 
laii12 “((A)t)*((A)i)* 
Also 
Q((AJJ*( (AI):) < Q((A)i)‘J’((A):)* 
The proposition then follows from Corollary 3.2. n 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let A E it4,; let @ be a monotonic norm on @” and \k 
its conjugate norm. We define the \k,@ norm of A as the number 
IlAll ~,cp=~(\k((A)l),...,~((A),)). 
The double-norm of A relative to @ is 
Applying Holder’s inequality to the right-hand side of the inequality in 
Proposition 3.3, we obtain the following 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A, @, 4?, a(n) be as in Theorem 2.3. Then 
igW’-1ADl12< [~+~~~~]II~llu.~ll~‘llo.~ 
( [ 1+ 44] lll4ll~~ (7) 
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REMARK. When Q is the $, norm and \k is the I4 norm (l/p+ l/q= l), 
Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 take the simpler form 
[ I$I (F I”ijlq)p’q]l’p[ Z$ (F l”jilp)q’p]l’q* 
Indeed in this case a(n) = 1 by Remark (a) following Lemma 2.2. Also 
as follows by applying Holder’s inequality to the left-hand side considered as 
a scalar product in Iw’. 
Therefore the claimed inequality follows by using 
Iai,12+ ll(A~)~llpll(A~)~llq ( II4llpllAifllq~ i=1,2 n, ,***I 
in Corollary 3.2. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SPECTRAL THEORY 
We are going to give some applications of the theory developed in Sets. 1 
to 3. 
As usual, Tr(A) will denote the trace of a matrix A EM,,. The modified 
Fredholm determinant of A is defined, for hi@, by the formula 
S,(X)=exp(Tr(A))det(l-hA). 
The estimate 
IhNI < exp[ ihl” llAl12]v 
known as the Carleman inequality, is fundamental 
equations [ll, 121. 
for the study of integral 
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PROPOSITION 4.1 (Carleman inequality for monotonic norms). Let A E 
M,,; let ip be a monotonic rwrm on C”, and a(n) the constant associated to ip. 
Then 
Ib(U ( exp{ f [ 1+a(n)] IhI2 IllAllli}. (8) 
Proof. First let us suppose A irreducible, and let D = diag(d,, . . . ,d,,), d, 
> 0, be arbitrary. Since Tr(D -‘AD) = Tr(A) and det(D -‘AD) =det(A), we 
have S,(h) = &-lAr, (A). Then by (2) 
Now, since this holds for arbitrary D, the result follows from Theorem 3.5. 
The general case follows from the above by a simple continuity argument. q 
REhfARK. When Q is the Zr, norm, taking into account the remark 
following Theorem 3.5, one obtains 
PANI < exp[ fl4” lllAlll~]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (Schur inequality). Let {hi} 
A E M,, and @, \k, a(n) be as in Theorem 2.3. Then 
(9) 
be the eigenvalws of 
Zjl IhI” < [l+ a(n)] Z$ a((A)i)*I((A):) 
( [ 1+ ~~~~]ll~Ilu.~ll~tll~,~. (10) 
Proof. The proposition is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3 
and the Schur inequality for the Euclidean norm, plus the fact that A and 
D -‘AD have the same eigenvalues. I 
REMARK. When Q, is the lp norm, we have 
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Denoting Pi = (Zilaij12)1/2, Qi = (Z iluji12)1/2, one has 
7 I&II” < IIAl12~os LPQ, (12) 
where L PQ is the angle between P and Q. 
A natural question is then whether there are nonzero matrices for which 
cos L PQ can be arbitrarily small or even zero. The answer is provided by 
the following example: 
, A,+% 
in which cos L PQ = 0. 
5. EXTENSIONS TO INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASES 
Let M be the set of infinite complex matrices A = (uii) such that 
I,&,=[ T( F lbii19~‘9]1’p- 
where l/p + l/q = 1, p,q > 1 (with the usual conventions when one of them 
equals 1). The elements of M are called completely of finite double-norm 
with respect to Z,,. M is a Banach algebra under the norm 
(see [51, P31). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let A be an infinite matrix completely of finite double- 
norm with respect to $,, p > 1, and {&(A)} its eigendues. Then 
Proof, A is a compact operator on lp. Indeed, denoting by AN the matrix 
obtained from A by making all elements of A below the Nth row equal to 
zero, we can check easily that 
IIIA -h~Ill,-+O as N+cc. 
Hence by a fundamental theorem on compact linear operators [3], given any 
integer m > 0, we can reorder the m largest (in modulus) eigenvalues of AN, 
N=m,m+l,..., and those of A in such a way that as N+cc 
uniformly in i. But the nonzero eigenvalues of AN are the same as those of 
the finite matrix ANN of order N obtained from A by removing all elements 
with at least one index >N. So we have by Proposition 4.2 
Letting N+cc, we get 
and since m was arbitrary we obtain the result. I 
In particular, when p=q=2 we have JIAl12,2=IIA’l/2,2= l/All, and so we 
recover the classical case. 
Let now (X, C&p) be a u-finite measure space and H = L,(X, Q, p). We 
consider a Hilbert-Schmidt operator ‘% on H, i.e., K is an integral operator 
defined by a kernel K(x, y) E L,(X X X, 51 X at, p X /L): 
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with IIxl12=~xxxIK(~,y)12d~~d~(~,y)<~. We define 
P(x) = jxl~(~7Y)124d Y) 
[ I 
l/2 
7 
Qk) = jxlK( YA24d Y) 
[ I 
l/2 
* 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X,Qy) be a a-finite measure space, X a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator on L, (X, &?,p), and {hi} its eigenvalues. Then 
7 hiI2 < j;+-)Qk4444 = II~l12cos LPQ. (14 
Proof. 
(a) By using arguments of measure theory we can prove that K(x, y) is 
the limit (in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm) of a sequence of Canonical kernels of 
finite rank, i.e. kernels R( x, y) such that 
RbY) = 5 a*jx$(“)x4J Y)7 
i.j=1 
where 4 E!2, 0 <p(Ai) < co, Ai II A. =@, and XA, is the characteristic func- 
tion of 4. Denoting e, = XA, / 4 , ai = p(Ai), then the set {e.} is t 
an orthonormal set, and even more, its elements have disjoint support, i.e. 
e,(x)ei(x) = 0, i#j. With respect to this basis the operator 9, with kernel 
R(x, y) is represented by the finite matrix 
M=(G aii), i,i=l ,...,n. 
(b) Without loss in generality assume X has at least N nonzero eigenval- 
ues. If R(x, y) in (a) is a sufficiently good approximation to K(x,y), then CR 
and M will have at least N nonzero eigenvalues. Then for the first N 
eigenvalues of the matrix M arranged in order of nonincreasing absolute 
values, 
= T ai( C laij12af2 Iaa12at)1’2- 
i 1 
(*) 
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Now if we calculate tbe function PR(x) with the kernel R(x, y) instead of 
K(x, y). we obtain 
Similarly we get 
Hence 
and upon integration 
j;P,(4Q&444= 7 ai( x l~ii12~/~ l u12~l)l’2~ 
i 2 
Using this in (*), since X,(M)=&(CJL), 
From the fact that the operators ‘?i%*, with kernels R,(x, y) constructed 
earlier, converge to X in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, it follows easily that 
P%-+P and Q&-+Q in L,(X,fi?,y) and that, as remarked above, the compact- 
ness of x implies that X,(‘?i%~)-+(x), i = 1,. . . ,N, uniformly in i. From (**) 
we therefore obtain, replacing ‘3 by ‘3%” and letting n+m, 
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As this holds for any N as long as there are at least N nonzero eigenvalues of 
X, the result follows. w 
REMARK 5.3. Theorem 5.2 suggests the interesting possibility that we 
might have an integral operator X whose kernel K(x, y) is not square-inte- 
grable but for which JxPQ < cc. As an example let us take the interval [0, l] 
and consider the kernel 
1 
Ix2 - yy2 
S(x, y) = x2+ y2 P h)+(0,0), 
0, x= y=o. 
This is clearly a symmetric kernel. From S we construct a new operator A 
with kernel A(x, y) by the condition 
A(x,y)= o 
i 
q&y), x>y, 
> x<y. 
We then have 
p;(+Jx x2-y2 
0 (x2+ yy2 
dy=&, 
Since I( PA ]I2 = JAdx/2x = + co, A is not of Hilbert-Schmidt type. The func- 
tions PA(x) and QA ( ) x are both continuous in (0, 11 but behave like 1/ fi at 
x=0. Therefore their product is not integrable. However, let us define yet 
another operator X by the kernel 
K(x,y)=A(xJ- y), O<x,y<l. 
Clearly x is the composite of A and a unitary mapping, and so x again 
is not of Hilbert-Schmidt type. Since 
PK(4 = P_4(4 
Q&)=QA(~-x)~ 
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the product PK(x)QK( ) x is continuous in (0, l), behaves as l/G at r =0 and 
as l/G at x = 1, and hence is integrable in [0, 11. 
It should only be added here that the integral operator given by the 
kernel K is a bounded linear operator on L, ([O,?]). This is so because 
Ply 1 
(x2+ l/y2 
and if we enlarge our base domain to [0, co) we can apply the same type of 
reasoning as is used to prove that the Hilbert kernel l/(x + y) (x, y E [0, oo)) 
defines a bounded operator. Using the same method (namely transformation 
into a convolution operator) we find that the bound of the integral operator 
with kernel l/(x?+ y2)‘12 is JT,dt/&%? <CO. Consequently A and 
X are also bounded integral operators on L,([O, 11). 
In summary, x is a bounded integral operator on L, ([O,l]), it is not of 
Hilbert-Schmidt type, but it satisfies ,;I’,( x) Qk( x)d, < co. 
PROBLEM. Does Theorem 5.2 still hold for such kernels? 
The authors thank the referee for his important remarks. 
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